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Media Release 

Tuesday, October 2, 2018 

Community Support for Cable Car Continues 

to Grow 

Since the release of the full details on the Mount Wellington Cable Car project at 

the beginning of August, more than 8000 people have provided feedback with 

the overwhelming majority strongly supporting it. 

The two-month period for public feedback on the proposal formally closed 

yesterday. 

Mount Wellington Cableway Company Chair Jude Franks today thanked everyone 

who had taken the opportunity to have their say. 

“Some 80 per cent of feedback forms received were overwhelmingly supportive 

of our detailed proposal,” Ms Franks said. 

“It was also heartening that many in the community who said that they had 

previously disliked or were undecided about the project concept felt more 

comfortable once they had seen the full detail,” Ms Franks said. 

“This significant shift towards even more people favouring the project was quite 

a recurring theme across the more than 8000 feedback forms received. 

“It is fair to say some of the feedback was from people who remain opposed to 

the project. 

Ms Franks said that in a previous community survey in 2013 MWCC received 

more than 2,200 responses telling the company what the community wanted for 

the mountain - and what they didn’t want.  

“This information became the building blocks of our design brief, and our design 

team selection process. 

“In 2018, we have been delighted to have followed through with the long-

standing community wish to show them the full proposal. 

“The public feedback over the past two months since the Design Reveal has been 

outstanding. We’ve counted nearly 61,000 visitors to our website and just over 

4,200 visitors to our Display Centre at Brooke St Pier. 

“Clearly our project is of strong interest well beyond the Hobart municipality, 

with 50 per cent of all feedback coming from people in other suburbs in the 

Greater Hobart area and 20 per cent from the rest of Tasmania. 
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This most recent community feedback is consistent with the results of an EMRS 

poll at the end of August that found 62 per cent of Tasmanians supported the 

cable car - including 56 per cent of people in southern Tasmania - and only 20 

per cent strongly opposed to it and 10 per cent “somewhat opposed”. 

“We believe that the public feedback and the poll results both show that the 

more people know about what we are proposing, the more they support it,” Ms 

Franks said. 

MWCC will now use the feedback to further refine the proposal  before lodging 

the development application. 

For interview please phone Jude Franks 0407 211 446. 

 


